TROOP 109

JUNE 14, 2020

Troop Newsletter
Do A Good Turn Daily!!!!!

Camp Chairs

12 Camp chairs
have been donated
to the Troop.

Spices
Replenished

Welcome To A New Scout Newsletter……..
As the new Scoutmaster, I believe that communication and teamwork will
make this Troop Continue to succeed. This Scout Newsletter will update you
on the Troops upcoming activities, give tips to make the scouts successful, as
well as Volunteer Opportunities. This Newsletter is meant for both Scouts
and Parents.
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SCOUT TIP

CAMPING TIP

LEADERSHIP TIP

Take 15 minutes a Day
to go over Scout skills
and Review your
Handbook.

A Scout should pack for
themselves, it will help
them locate things
when looking.

Keep Your Word!
Don’t make promises
you can’t keep.
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Spices in the Trailer
have been gone
replaced

Thanks Mr.
Nettleton!!!

Doing Maintenance
on the Troop
Trailer .

TROOP 109

JULY 15, 2020

A Little Bit About The
Upcoming Year.
“Unforeseen surprises are the rule in
science, not the exception. Remember stuff
Happens.”-Leonard Susskind
At this time the upcoming year is still a little bit
up in the air as far a camping and activities as
the CoronaVirus is still wreaking havoc on the
world. As the troop is planned out by the Scouts
themselves, we have taken their ideas and
booked the campsites and activities in hopes
that we will have the opportunity to camp in
the fall. If we do not get this opportunity to do
so, we will continue to hold meetings in the
safest way possible hopefully outdoors. The
Goal is to get the Scouts out in the Outdoors.

UpComing Events
July 15th- July 30th- Schedule your
Scoutmaster meeting with Mrs. Cusano- I would
like to Learn your goals for the upcoming year
August- Hike
Skills Reminders on Tuesday Evenings- these
are optional and will help scouts remember
skills for upcoming campouts

I would also Invite all Scout Leaders and
Parents to fill out the Scout Resource
information Sheet. This allows us to see what
resources are within the troop.

Dessert Cook off- Make a video of a recipe that
can be cooked in a Dutch Oven - Winner
receives dessert Cook off prize.

Mrs. Cusano

SCOUT MASTER CHALLENGE
This is a plant common to our area. It grows in trailing vines, climbing
vines, or shrubs. It has stems of three leaflets that are somewhat shiny
with a smooth surface and relatively smooth edges. Leaves turn
bright red, yellow, and orange in the fall. It can have a hairy vine. This
plant is common in wooded areas especially along breaks in the tree
line where sunlight peeks through.
Please email the Scoutmaster your Answer. The Scout with the most
correctly answered Scout Master Challenge questions at the end of
the Year will be recognized.
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